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ABSTRACT
Identifying and using the information from distributed and
heterogeneous information sources is a challenging task in
many application fields. Even with services that offer well-
defined structured content, such as digital libraries, it be-
comes increasingly difficult for a user to find the desired in-
formation. To cope with an overloaded information space,
we propose a novel approach – VizRec– combining recom-
mender systems (RS) and visualizations. VizRec suggests
personalized visual representations for recommended data.
One important aspect of our contribution and a prerequisite
for VizRec are user preferences that build a personalization
model. We present a crowd based evaluation and show how
such a model of preferences can be elicited.
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INTRODUCTION
Finding the intended or right piece of information in a huge
and continuously growing information space is not only a te-
dious, time consuming task, but a pressing challenge. Rec-
ommender systems (RS) try to tackle this problem by sug-
gesting relevant information to users in a personalized or non-
personalized manner. The suggestion takes the form of a list
of items. Yet, a recommendation list can become incompre-
hensible and tedious when dealing with multi-dimensional
data, where a user needs to compare and relate information
in different data dimensions, a task that requires the user to
process the list of recommendations sequentially. Visualiza-
tions deal with the overload problem by encoding information
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visually; leveraging the parallel capabilities of the human vi-
sual system to facilitate exploration and discovery in large
datasets. To present a comprehensible picture of an over-
loaded information space we present in this paper a novel rec-
ommender system – called VizRec – that takes advantage of
both worlds: (i) recommending information in a personalized
manner to users and (ii) encode the information space with
visualizations that help explore large amounts of multidimen-
sional data efficiently.

Personalization plays an important role in presenting people
relevant choices, for example for items to buy in a virtual mar-
ketplace (see e.g., Amazon.com) or to search for information
on the Web (e.g., Google’s Web search). Personalization is
possible after a model of the users preferences has been built.
We build a visualization recommender system (RS), that for
arbitrary data sets and a given user’s profile recommends in-
teractive visual representations of the data appropriate to the
task and tailored to the habits of the user. Visualizations lever-
age perceptual abilities inherent to the human visual system
to encode information visually [2]. Not surprisingly, previous
work attempted to capture factual knowledge of the visualiza-
tion domain to recommend visualizations. Voigt et al. built
a knowledge base to recommend visualizations for semantic
web data [5]. A lean approach presented by Mutlu et al. con-
centrated on pragmatic, simple visual encoding facts and a
complementing mapping algorithm to match data attributes
with visual channels [3]. Despite these efforts, creating a vi-
sualization for arbitrary data is still challenging, and often
referred as a task for experts. It requires an understanding
of the users needs and preferences as well as visual encod-
ing and perception guidelines. Considering just visual en-
coding of data leads to all possible valid visualizations, and
disregards that a user often concentrates on particular aspects
of the dataset. Henceforth, the visualization recommender
needs: 1) to comply with visual encoding guidelines when
proposing valid visualizations and 2) to only propose visu-
alizations that make sense for the user. The former insures
that valid configurations will be generated, the latter that the
generated visualizations correspond to the needs and prefer-
ences of the user. Our recommender system (see Figure 2)
meets those requirements by (1) automatically identifying a
set of appropriate visualizations by analyzing the compatibil-
ity between both them and input data using on a rule-based
mapping algorithm, (2) filtering a subset of those selected vi-
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Figure 1. Example of a visualization recommendation for a particular user with known preferences.

sualizations based on user’s preferences and (3) representing
those visualizations as personalized recommendations.

The research question and focus of this paper is how to elicit
user preferences pertaining the visualizations that better sup-
port the needs of each user. To obtain the user preferences, we
executed a crowd-sourcing experiment using Amazon Me-
chanical Turk1. Using our mapping algorithm, we generated
a set of all possible visualization configurations and map-
ping combinations, for an example data set from the cultural
and educational domain. Subsequently, we ask participants
to grade their quality. The results from our evaluation, i.e.,
the ratings obtained by the users helped to discriminate use-
ful visualizations from a number of junk charts. Furthermore,
they define a user model, which serves as an crucial input for
our visualization recommender and enables us to measure its
performance.

THE APPROACH
Our approach intends to build personalized visual represen-
tations out of the recommendation list of a RS for cultural
and scientific content. From a user query comprising the cur-
rent visited page and extracted query terms, a Federated Rec-
ommender (FR) compiles recommendations from a number
of associated service providers (e.g., Mendeley, Europeana
1

Amazon Mechanical Turk: http://aws.amazon.com/de/documentation/mturk/

and ZBW) and reverts with a list of relevant items. The list
contains relevant items described by attributes common to all
involved repositories. To cope with an overgrowing recom-
mendation space of multidimensional data we propose a two-
stage visualization RS, with a rule based stage to comply with
visual encoding principles and a collaborative filtering stage
for personalization of the results.

Preprocessing
Before any recommendation is generated, a data preprocessor
analyzes syntax and semantics of the data and generates a
data description. In particular, the preprocessor performs
(1) datatype identification tasks to determine the syntax
and (2) data mining tasks (e.g., latent semantic analysis) to
determine the semantics of the data. Syntax analysis serves to
categorize data into standard data types such as categorical,
temporal and numerical, – transformed into primitive data
types string, date and number concretely – whereby the
semantic analysis serves to define specific data types, such
as geographical coordinates from a list of numerical fields.
Syntax and semantic information of the data is used to
identify the compatibility between visualizations and data in
order to choose the appropriate visualizations.
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Figure 2. VizRec workflow for recommending visualizations.

Stage One: Rule Based Recommendations
The mapping algorithm uses an ontology of chart pat-
terns, each describing one possible combination of vi-
sual components of a chart and data types supported.
For instance, the two possible patterns for the bar chart
are, (1) {x− axis : string, y − axis : number}, and (2)
{x− axis : date, y − axis : number}. Note, the patterns
result from the fact that, depending on the properties of a
chart, a visual component can support different data types in
different combinations, such as string with number and date
with number for the bar chart. The recommender counts four
standard charts, and can be extended with additional charts
by adding the description of instantiation patterns.

Following the approach of Mutlu et al. [3], a mapping opera-
tor, maps data points to visual channels (e.g., axes) of a visu-
alization based on the following principles: (i) one attribute
will be instantiated to one visual channel of a visualization,
(ii) the datatype of the attributes should be compatible with
those of the channels, and (iii) every mandatory visual chan-
nel of a visualization should be instantiated.

Stage Two: Personalized Recommendations
To personalize the visualization suggestions we benefit from
from user-based Collaborative Filtering (CF). The algorithm
to do so requires ratings from users for the visualizations.
Hence, we have designed a multidimensional rating based on
scales pertaining the perceived usefulness and also visual or-
ganization of a visualization. The collected user feedback,
will be applied by the CF to provide reasonable predictions of
the active user’s preferences, to predict which mapping com-
bination(s) the active user might prefer, and to recommend
her the top-N suitable combinations. Hence, the personalized
list of recommendations is nothing else then a subset of all
possible mapping combinations for the incoming data. Fig-
ure 1 shows a screenshot of VizRec with alternative visual-
izations highlighted and ratings for the current mapping com-
bination.

The usefulness and rating of a visualization depends on the
task and the information needs of the user. The challenge
is to elicit preferences on these terms: which visualization
is useful for particular information needs. To do so, we
investigated in a crowd-sourced study, how people rate the
out generated visual suggestions.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We conducted a crowd-based experiment using Amazon Me-
chanical Turk to obtain the user preferences. In particular,
the experiment setup was the following: we used Movie-
Lens2 dataset as input for our visual recommender system and
obtained 55 possible mapping combinations – concretely 32
combinations for bar chart, 9 for line chart, 13 for timeline
and 1 combination for geo chart. We separated the suggested
combinations in 18 HITs (Human Intelligent Task), each of
which contained 3 randomly chosen mapping combinations
and one additional HIT with only one combination. Once
a user of Amazon Mechanical Turk (also called worker) ac-
cepted the HIT, she had to rate the quality of the generated
mapping combination according to the following nine usabil-
ity factors which we chose from a list of factors presented in
[4] and [6]: (1) cluttered, (2) organized, (3) confusing, (4)
easy to understand, (5) boring, (6) exciting, (7) useful, (8) ef-
fective, and (9) satisfying. The rating scale was between 1
and 7, where 1 meant not applicable and 7 very applicable.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Since, we wanted to obtain as much user feedback as possible
per visualization by different types of people we asked overall
10 different workers per HIT, so that 36 workers in summary
have participated in the experiment. Note that a worker could
execute multiple HITs. The experiment started on 26th of
November and ended on 3th of December 2014. The allotted
working time per HIT was 900 sec. and the average working
time of workers was 570 sec. per HIT. Figure 3 shows the
results of the experiment.

The summary shows that some charts and their specific con-
figurations were difficult to understand for workers. This is
particularly the case with complex charts, such as timeline,
line and geo chart. They mainly provide meaningful informa-
tion for only specific kind of data and for few specific con-
figurations of their visual channels (e.g., axes). On the other
side, participants felt confident in identifying the information
displayed by the bar chart. We believe that this is due to its
simple data model, which is not that much flexible as in other
charts in terms of possible mappings. Another reason may be
that the displayed information is fixed to bars (e.g., in con-
trast to the line chart where different kinds of interpolation
techniques between data points can be used).

2
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Figure 3. Evaluation results: average of explicit ratings given to a particular mapping combination considering nine different usability factors, where 1
means not applicable and 7 very applicable.

The main outcome of this experiment is the information about
user preferences. The scores obtained can already be used as
startup training for a CF-RS. Although just few charts have
been considered here, we could identify that charts having
rather complex data models and higher flexibility in terms of
their configurations are likely to provide junk visualizations
that user cannot understand and interpret. For such cases,
and especially when mixing different visualizations for a sin-
gle user query, the use of recommender systems becomes in-
evitable. In our ongoing work, we will extend the experiment
to different datasets, additional visualizations, and in the end
use the gathered information about user preferences to mea-
sure the improvements of visualization suggestions when ap-
plying RS.

RELATED WORK
Recommending visualizations using collaborative filtering
approaches is a relatively new research trend and up to now
only a few related studies exist in that context. The most rele-
vant one is a work conducted by Voigt et al. [5] who presents
a knowledge-assisted, context-aware system to recommend
visualizations for semantic Web data. Voigt et al. utilize
an RDF-S/OWL vocabulary to annotate the data sources and
visualization components, which contains factual knowledge
of the visualization domain. However, our annotation of the
visualization components strictly focuses on describing the
visual encoding process, hence we represent visualizations
in terms of their visual components. Instead of pursuing a
through specification encompassing all known expert knowl-
edge about visual perception, we concentrate on pragmatic,
simple facts that will aid the sensible mapping (e.g., [1]), ex-
tending the description to four different types of visualiza-
tions. We differ from the presented work also regarding to the
used RS approach, since we use a memory based user-based
collaborative filtering algorithm instead of a model-based ap-
proach item-based approach.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a Visual Recommender, called
VizRec, which (i) uses a ruled-based mapping algorithm in
order to detect appropriate visualizations based on the syn-
tax and semantics of the input data and (ii) to recommend
only those visualizations which might make sense for the
user regarding the current context and her preferences. To

generate recommendations we benefit from user-based Col-
laborative filtering approaches, which uses a collection of
user preferences to make predictions or generate recommen-
dations. Hence, to obtain the user preferences, which are
nothing else than ratings user gave for visualizations, we exe-
cuted a crowd-sourcing experiment using Amazon Mechani-
cal Turk. We presented the results of the experiment in a heat
map and will reuse them in our future work to measure the
performance of our recommender.
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